The electrostatic behaviour of an 1,3-Cyclobutadiene (C 4 H 4 ) based Single Molecular Transistor (SMT) has been investigated using the first principle calculation based on Density functional 
I. INTRODUCTION
excellent agreement with the experimental results.
Due to the incoherent nature of transport, a SMT is incredibly sensitivity to its charge state similar to a SET. While an incoming charge is capacitively coupled to the SMT molecule, any change in the charge state can be sensed through the charge stability diagram. In a conventional SMT, the gate electrode is placed in very close proximity of the island (or the molecule) to control the chemical potential independently. Here in this present case, we have modified this geometry to introduce an additional gate electrode on top of the molecule to achieve better electrostatic control over the device and to find its influence on the energy levels of the molecule and to demonstrate its usefulness as a sensitive charge detector.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND COMPUTATIONAL RECIPE
In this present work, the active component of the the system under investigation is an 1,3-Cyclobutadiene molecule working as the 'island' in the SMT devices. The molecule has a square central structure with 4 Hydrogen atoms placed symmetrically at each corners of the Carbon atoms as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . The small and planar structure of Cyclobutadiene is advantageous in such a device as the influence of electrical polarisation is significantly less than the direct gate-molecule coupling that determines the performance of a transistor. For the single and double gated SMT [11] as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) ,(d), the molecule was placed symmetrically between the source (S) and drain (D) electrodes on top of a dielectric slab with the molecular plane lying parallel to the dielectric surface. For the single gated device, the dielectric layer is of thickness (d b ) = 3.7Å and with a dielectric constant of 10ε 0 which is connected to a metallic backgate electrode of thickness 1Å as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) .
In the case of the double gated device (see Fig. 1(d) ), an additional top gate of thickness 1 A was introduced to the device between the top part of the Source/Drain(S/D) electrodes connected to the top of an additional dielectric slab of thickness (d t ) = 4Å . The spatial separation between the molecule and both the dielectric layers is ∼ 1Å. Gold was chosen as the generic electrode material to ensure minimum contact resistance and good electrical conductivity at this temperature of operation. The equivalent capacitance network for the single and double gated devices were illustrated in Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 1(e) respectively which describes the nature of electrostatic coupling between the molecule and different electrodes.
Details of the capacitance estimation methods were described at a later stage of this article.
The charging energies of this system was estimated by performing Ab-initio calculations based on Stokbro's method [12] using the commercial Atomistic Toolkit package (ATK 11.2.3) made by the Quantum Wise Division [4] . This self-consistent calculations were performed using a nonspin-polarised DFT framework under the Local density approximation (LDA) where the wave functions were expanded in double-ζ polarised (DZP) basis set.
Considering the metal electrodes as equipotential surfaces, Neumann boundary conditions were used while solving the Poisson's equation assuming the perpendicular component of the electric field stays at zero at the interfaces, details of which could be found here [12] .
The island-S/D electrode separation was chosen to be large enough so that calculations can be performed in the weak coupling limit as it is possible to estimate the molecular energy states accurately when incoming electron gets sufficiently enough time to stabilise on the molecule, hence carrying no information about its initial or final states. In such a device, electronic transport is only possible when an electron can be moved from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) level to the lowest occupied molecular orbital (LUMO) level and the minimum energy needed for this is called as the additional energy (E a ) which can be expressed by,
where n is the number of electrons in the neutral state of the molecule.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Fig. 2(a Under the application of a V bg > 0, the LUMO level goes below the Fermi level (E F ) of the electrode and this allows the transfer of an additional electron to the molecule and it becomes more negatively charged. However for V bg < 0, the HOMO level gets shifted towards a higher energy level and in this case, an electron moves from the molecule to the electrode making it more positively charged.
For investigating further dependence of E tot with V bg , the energy can be analytically fitted by a 2 nd order polynomial as,
where coefficients α and β are the fitting parameters which for the present case were es- Within each of these diamonds, the population does not change on the molecule, however, moving from one of these regions to its left or right will result in changing the population.
The charging energy of the ground state can be estimated from the height of the central diamond (marked by dotted arrow in Fig. 3(b) ) which is 6.628 eV and the height of its 'left'
and 'right' diamonds are 3.428 eV and 2.4 eV respectively which refers to the 'cationic' and the 'anionic' states of the molecule respectively. The additional energy needed for creating the 'cationic' and the 'anionic' states can also be estimated from Eqn. 1. The smaller value of the charging energy of these two excited states can be accounted for their lower occupation in their frontier orbitals indicating that adding/removing an electron from the excited states are much energetically favourable than the neutral state. The slight difference between the charging energies of the two excited states are due to the differences in their HOMO-LUMO gaps which contributes a part in addition to the Coulomb energy.
From the Charge stability diagram, further information about the detailed electrostatics of the system could be obtained about the SMT. The values of the junction capacitances as indicated in Fig. 1(c) ,(e) could be obtained from the 'ABCD' region of the diamond as indicated in Fig. 3(a) and their estimated values were listed in Table. In Fig. 3(c) , a horizontal linescan was taken along the dotted line 'CD' as represented in Fig. 3(a) . The appearance of sharp peaks represent the points when the conduction window changes form a certain diamond to the neighbouring one and hence the change of the 'dot'
population by 1 between each of the neighbouring diamonds, from left to right for increasing It is to be noted that the vertices of the large diamond enclosed by 'ABCD' (see Fig. 3(a)) does not stay at the same position with a change of V tg . The position of the line 'AB' can be referenced to investigate this dependence. Since the V bg stays the same for both 'A' and 'B', the x−coordinate which is the value of V bg , can be considered as a reference point. In Fig. 4(b) , such values of V bg from the line 'AB' was plotted as function of V tg which indicates an almost linear dependence between them. In Fig. 4(b Fig. 4(c) . When the molecule is in a neutral charge state, maximum of the energy occurs due to the polarisation of the molecule when both the gates are at equal values ('red' dotted line in Fig. 4(c) ) and when they are of opposite signs, total energy gets reduced as one of two gate voltages increases the polarisation while the other counter balances it. For this reason, the minimum of the energy can be found at the two extremes (V tg =+8V, V bg =-8V) and (V tg =-8V, V bg =+8V) for q = 0. For higher charge states, the situation changes significantly which can be seen from Fig. 4(d) . For q = −3, the maximum in energy occurs at (V tg = -8V, V bg = -8V) and minimum on the other end at (V tg = +8V,V bg = +8V) when the charge state is more stabilised. For q = +3, the situation is opposite which has minimum at V tg = -8V, V bg = -8V and maximum at V tg = +8V, V bg = +8V. The nature of the energy surfaces is different for different charge states and starting from any point of any of these landscapes, energy sharply changes with a change of V bg and V tg which makes it sensitive for detection of an incoming charge state. The steep slope of the energy surfaces indicates that the energy state of the SMT is highly sensitive to a small change of the gate voltages and this property can be used as a sensitive charge detection technique. Due to the sequential nature of transport, the change of energy can be translated directly to the change of current flowing through the device (I ds ) which in the case of a real experimental
device is expected to demonstrate an identical sensitivity. The difference in the nature of the energy surfaces for different charge states thus allows to detect an incoming charge state uniquely in such a device and the addition of a top gate proves to be extremely useful for investigating such behaviour.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have performed computational investigation of a SMT with an 1,3- 
